District-Wide Take Home... Now What?
Meet Hayes Software Systems

K-12's #1 EdTech Platform

**THE INTEGRATED HELP DESK & ASSET MANAGEMENT PLATFORM**
Gain confidence in your inventory data so that you can know what you have, where it is, and how it's being used.

**K-12'S TRUSTED PARTNER SINCE 1990**
Empowering over 8,000 schools in the United States (and growing)

**SCALABLE SOLUTIONS, UNLIMITED SUPPORT**
Customizable solutions to continually meet the specific needs of your district.
The Full Lifecycle of Your District's Assets
Track, Distribute, and Collect Devices

• **Track** the history of your assets from procurement to disposal

• Districts use TIPWeb-IT to get devices in the hands of **staff and students**

• Ease-of-use throughout device **assignment** and **collection**
Streamline Your District's 1:1 Initiative

• **Distribute** devices to staff & students

• Manage devices through their entire **lifecycle**

• Enable education that expands beyond the classroom.
Streamline Your District's 1:1 Initiative

Efficient Check-Out/In Process

• Create a **streamlined** assignment process via TIPWeb-IT

• **Quickly** issue inventory to staff and students

• Simplify your asset assignment process by **integrating** with your existing SIS, and HR Systems
Streamline Your District's 1:1 Initiative

Electronic Signatures for Comprehensive Oversight

- Digitally capture inventory receipt signatures while checking out devices to students and parents
- Collect documentation such as policies & user compliance agreements
- Track assigned devices, recorded damage, fees, fines, and payments
Support and Manage District Assets with Sanitization + Inventory Services

Sanitize:

- your devices in tandem with a routine Physical Inventory
- devices for Take-Home and Collection
- shared learning devices in classrooms and 1:1 devices

EPA approved green certified agents that are safe for the Earth as well as staff & students

Exceed industry standards with ISSA and Clean Check certifications
Inventory Services

Inventory Services That Give You Confidence in Your Data

- A complete inventory baseline of all scoped district assets
- Ensure that all materials are tagged, scanned, and updated in TIPWeb-IT
- Have an unbiased third-party team of experts coordinate and execute a full inventory, saving your time and hassle

Better together: Sanitization and Inventory Services in tandem ensure that your data is as clean as your district!
Supporting & Managing District Assets

Comprehensive Inventory Details, All in One Location

- Integrated with TIPWeb-IT
- See device details about each asset while creating ticket
- Access asset’s ticket or assignment history
Supporting & Managing District Assets

Analytics

• Run customizable reports that identify bottlenecks

• Help technicians streamline their workflow and manage workload.

• Save the most impactful reports to help your district, identify trends, and gain insight regarding their assets’ health.
Maintain Healthy Data

Comprehensive Inventory Details, All in One Location

- **Integrated** with TIPWeb-IT
- See device **details** about each asset while creating ticket
- Access asset’s ticket or assignment **history**
Forecast Your District's Needs

Plan and Budget for Replacements and Refreshes

• Accurately **predict** upcoming technology needs for your district on an ongoing basis

• **Forecast** upcoming tech refreshes

• Comply with requirements to track **funding sources** with ongoing reporting
Gain Visibility and Increase Oversight

- Import, track, and manage your assets all in one place
- Maintain a centralized catalog of products & locations
- Identify details of individual assets including warranty information
Cherry Creek Uncovers $30,000 Worth of Surplus Assets in 6 Months

“Since we’ve implemented asset management, we’ve been able to really understand what we have as far as surplus, and really being able to repurpose. So in our first six months, we repurposed approximately $30,000 worth of equipment.”

Huy Tran
Director of Technology Services
Cherry Creek School District
Attend the 2020 Hayes User Group! (Virtually)

- Virtually meet district administrators and technicians from across the country:
  - Multiple tracks, topics, and training sessions to discuss best practices
  - Explore how other schools are navigating our new learning environment
  - Optimize the tools and solutions you're using today.


**OCT 21**

FREE to attend!
Zoom Meeting
Take Home Options with CDW-G

- CDW-G Flexible Purchasing Options & Contract Vehicles
  *Sourcewell cooperative purchasing agreement & other options to alleviate purchasing roadblocks*

- Inventory availability and full device lifecycle **support**

- Reporting and eCommerce/eProcurement **integration**

- Account team and access to tech **experts**
Questions?

Kristin Burroughs  
kburroughs@hayessoft.com

Tim Brown  
tbrown@hayessoft.com

Patrick Nguyen  
pnguyen@hayessoft.com